.64  *Mechanical struck idiophones
    Including carillons, mechanized bells
    Class here comprehensive works on mechanical idiophones
    Class comprehensive works on idiophones in 786.82
    
    For mechanical plucked idiophones, see 786.65

.65  *Mechanical plucked idiophones
    Including music boxes, symphonions
    Class comprehensive works on mechanical idiophones in 786.64

.83  *Keyboard idiophones
    Class here celestas
    Class comprehensive works on idiophones in 786.82

>  786.84–786.87 Set idiophones
    Class comprehensive works on idiophones in 786.82; class comprehensive
    works on set idiophones in 786.84

.84  *Percussed idiophones
    Sonorous solids struck by or against nonsonorous objects, e.g., sticks struck
    on ground
    Class here comprehensive works on set idiophones (similar sonorous solids
    combined to form one instrument)
    
    For plucked idiophones, see 786.85; for friction idiophones, see 786.86; for concussion idiophones, see 786.87

.85  *Plucked idiophones
    Elastic bars or rods, usually of metal, fixed at one end and vibrated by
    plucking the free end
    Including sanzas (thumb pianos)
    Class comprehensive works on set idiophones in 786.84

.86  *Friction idiophones
    Objects rubbed to produce sounds of definite pitch
    Class comprehensive works on set idiophones in 786.84

.87  *Concussion idiophones
    Two or more similar sonorous objects struck together to make both vibrate
    Class comprehensive works on set idiophones in 786.84

*Add as instructed under 784–788
.88 *Single idiophones

Idiophones consisting of a single sonorous object

Class here comprehensive works on percussion instruments of indefinite pitch

Class comprehensive works on idiophones in 786.82

For a specific percussion instrument of indefinite pitch not provided for here, see the instrument, e.g., cymbals 786.873

.884 8 *Bells

Class comprehensive works on vessels in 786.8846

.9 *Drums and devices used for percussive effects

Subdivisions are added for drums and devices used for percussive effects together, for drums alone

> 786.92–786.98 Drums (Membranophones, Vibrating stretched membranes)

Class comprehensive works on percussion instruments in 786.8; class comprehensive works on drums in 786.9

.93 *Kettle-shaped drums

Including timpani (kettledrums), nakers (naqara), tabla

Class comprehensive works on struck drums in 786.92

.94 *Tubular drums

Including snare drums (side drums)

Class comprehensive works on struck drums in 786.92

.95 *Frame-shaped drums

Drums with depth of body not exceeding radius of membrane

Including bass drums, tambourines

Class comprehensive works on struck drums in 786.92

*Add as instructed under 784–788